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Thanks
The Malteser Team would like to thank all those who
contributed their words, stories and pictures to this magazine.
In particular, we would like to extend our grateful thanks
to those who provided the beautiful photographs; Lacaze
Photography, Mimi Zehetbauer, Harriet Sasada, Blair Sasada,
Marina Leigh, Louisa Grew.
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Editorial
Every year within the Order of Malta Volunteers
(OMV) is different to the last. While each brings
with it its share of challenges, far more important,
and more numerous are the unforgettable and
indescribable moments of laughter, joy, wonder
and prayer.
Our pilgrimage to Lourdes was a particular
highlight for me personally this year. Having come
for four years in a row since I was seventeen, I was
honoured to be awarded my ‘four year badge’.
These little red badges with the white Maltese Cross are presented after
our Mass at the Cathedral in the Trees above Lourdes, and are a real
OMV hallmark to be worn with pride. Congratulations to Charlie Hofton
and Anton’ de Piro, who far more impressively, were awarded with their
ten year badges! All pale in comparison to Rob Eyre, however, who
has clocked up an incredible nine badges, spanning his twenty eight
year career as a hospital pilgrim in Lourdes. This was also Eddie’s first
pilgrimage as Chairman. Throughout the week he exuded calming
and reassuring ‘vibes’, upon which many commented, making him a
welcoming and friendly figure for first timers of all ages.
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While the Easter Retreat at Downside Abbey was lovely, the spotlight
of OMV Eastertide should be shone over the pilgrimage to Seville.
Occurring only every second year, the Easter Pilgrimage is a very special
activity, and the atmosphere and sights of Seville during Holy Week were
reported by all to have been captivating and inspiring. While only there
for a few days, the OMV managed to make the most of their time, and
stories of the flamenco lesson might possibly be some of the funniest of
the year!
I hope the following pages may give you a glimpse into the life and aims
of the OMV. The heart of the OMV is youth, dedication, compassion and
vibrancy. Our fun-loving and optimistic attitude only renders the benefits
that our work brings, both to those who seek to care and to those we

seek to help, even more unique. Thank you for your interest and
support; please do get in touch if you would like more information
about the work that we do.

And lastly, enjoy your Malteser! They’re great to be shared around!
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Letter from the
Chairman
Dear Friends,
By any measure, 2014/15 has been an exceptional year for
the Order of Malta Volunteers (OMV), with all our activities
very well attended and some fantastic feedback from both
guests and helpers.
The OMV is a catholic disabilities charity with 2 aims:
• To provide for people suffering from a range of
debilitating illnesses, or from social exclusion, and offer
them a break from their normal environment.
• To provide young people between 17 and 29 with the
opportunity to gain valuable experience of working with
people with disabilities or social behavioural problems.
As you will read on the following pages, the OMV’s
activities continue to thrive. Lourdes remains our largest activity with around 180
helpers and 50 guests coming on the pilgrimage in 2014. In addition to Lourdes,
last year we ran other activities: an Easter Retreat to Downside, the Lebanon camps,
a team to the International Holiday Camp with other teams from the Order of Malta,
Walsingham and the Christmas Reunion. Our main fundraiser, the White Knights Ball,
was a spectacular success – the biggest ball in recent history and a record amount
raised. For more information about the work that we do, visit our website at www.omv.
org.uk and follow us on Facebook.
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I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the OMV Committee for all the
work they have done over the past year but a special thank you to those who have
stood down this year. Eleanor Abou-Sakr, after setting up the camps in Lebanon
has stepped down as organiser. Not only did Eleanor manage to organise the
Lebanon camps this year but her wedding at the same time as well! Emily Barran,
Lourdes Volunteer Co-ordinator, has handed over to Lily Hornsby-Clarke after four
years. Chloe Mellish, Chairman of the White Knights Ball, has stepped down after an
amazing five years on the White Knights Ball Committee.
The year ahead promises to be a good one and I am looking forward to seeing many
of you on our activities.
Eddie Pease
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OMV
Activities
Lebanon
Lourdes
International Holiday Camp
Walsingham
Christmas Reunion
Easter Pligrimage
Easter Retreat
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Lebanon
July 2014
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"A place to regenerate ones
faith in God; a place where
heaven meets Earth"
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Harriet Sasada Volunteer
Time. The minutes, hours, days and weeks of the trip are the most valuable and
precious thing which the OMV volunteers can give to our Guests in Lebanon.
Our Guests come from various mental institutions across Lebanon and they
lack the basic need of human interaction. This basic need is what the camps
are precisely based upon - providing one-to-one care to make this need occur.
Throughout the two weeks, each volunteer stays with the same Guest, eating,
praying and having fun together. While there is a language barrier, with a lot
of pointing, inventive sign language and help from Lebanese volunteers most
questions can be solved, and everyone feels deep personal bonds with their
Guest.
The Camp is based in the Order's house in the beautiful mountain range of

Faraya. All gather around the fire in the evening for prayers and the signing of
traditional OMV favourites. Mass is held every day and sometimes in the local
village Church. One of the highlights of the Camp is a day trip to the seaside,
where some Guests might never have been before. Another is the fashion show
when it is time to have a go strutting your stuff, dressed in rather interesting
costumes to say the least. This is a very entertaining occasion, and fits in with
the over all jovial and fun atmosphere of the trip.
On the last day, the volunteers return with their Guests to their homes. This
is always a very emotional goodbye on both sides, and a moment which
underlines the value of the time spent together.
The Lebanon Camp really is a unique and different opportunity which the OMV
are fortunate to offer our volunteers. If you would like anymore information
please do contact me on lebanon@omv.org.uk.
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"I think I echo the sentiments
of everyone in the OMV in
saying that it has become like
a family to me."
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Lourdes
July 2014

Helena Constable Maxwell Volunteer
My trip to Lourdes in July of 2014 was not my first – it was in fact my fourth as a volunteer on
pilgrimage, but my first time with the OMV. I received a baptism of fire in travelling out from
England on the OMV plane. This is a unique experience, in that it is one of the only charities in the UK to specifically charter an aeroplane for disabled pilgrims. Bonds of friendship
build extremely quickly when you - as a volunteer and Hospital Pilgrim duo - are found by
the pilgrimage co-ordinator and suddenly realise that, having lost track of time chatting in
the airport burger bar at 7am, it’s time to make an immediate ‘calm’ manoeuvre towards the
departure gate. Waiting for the flight to take off, clasping the hands of fellow pilgrims who
are afraid of flying, really emphasised the importance of making that physical pilgrimage to
Lourdes together. This immediate, genuine, love and friendship between volunteers and HPs
continued throughout my week with the OMV this summer.
I was particularly struck by the value of the dynamic between young HPs and the volunteers.
Seeing eighteen-year olds rush up to hug each other, one of whom just happens to be in a
wheelchair, was a poignant moment. It demonstrated the OMV’s clear ethos of equality and
compassion towards each other. Events in the week, such as a whole pilgrimage trip to the
hills, where everyone helped one another bathe in the river, or simply going out for a meal in
Lourdes with a group of HPs and volunteers, reinforced again this sense of familial love and
care. I was perhaps most moved by the healing mass towards the end of the week, where the
sense of friendship and peace was so strong that it moved many openly to tears.
I feel privileged to have shared such a week with such a group of people; I think I echo the
sentiments of everyone in the OMV in saying that it has become like a family to me.
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Kamen Fernandes Volunteer
Most first year pilgrims travelling to Lourdes agree, it is exceptionally simple to justify
signing up for the trip, with such assurances as 'universities will love the look of it on my
UCAS application', or ‘prospective employers will appreciate my experience working as
part of a team dynamic', even ‘my whole family has been’. What I find far more interesting, however, is the responses from returning volunteers; we brave souls, who venture
repeatedly into the summer heat of the south of France with the OMV. These to me are
the young people who have realised and, in a way publicly acknowledged, that spending a week with the HPs is so much more of a two way exchange than many others realise.
Too often in this modern age do people expect some kind of return on their most valued commodities, which are usually time and money. In Lourdes the returns we receive
are always in deeper and more meaningful ways than can be quantified by some kind
of generically understood transaction. It is the fresh, more selfless and compassionate
outlook on the world, that is, in my view, the greatest gift given during time spent in
Lourdes. This outlook is a greater gift even, I would argue, than the individual rewards of
caring for our HPs, which is both challenging but deeply appreciated.
On returning from my first pilgrimage, I never expected I would be so truly grateful for
the experience. Yet now, to any prospective pilgrims, I would wholeheartedly recommend coming to Lourdes this summer. As an activity to make friends, to learn and appreciate new things about both others and yourself, and to see the world through new
eyes, anyone who has been before will tell you: there's nothing else quite like it.
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Lourdes Orgainising Team (Left to right) : Head of Medical Team: Christian Henderson, Chairman: Eddie
Pease, Lourdes Coordinator: Emily Barran, MC: Francis Wardley, Pilgrimage Director: Lucy Colacicchi
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Cycle Ride to Lourdes
In July 2014 Felicity McCann and Blair Sasada cycled from
Cherbourg in Northern France to Lourdes, raising over two
thousand pounds for the OMV’s International Holiday Camp.
As I began to make preparations for our version of the ‘Tour de France’, I was
delighted to come across the story of Madonna del Ghisallo, patron saint of
cyclists. The Count of Ghisallo was being chased by a gang of thieves, when he
prayed at a statue of Our Lady and she interceded on his behalf. Today cyclists
journey to the shrine in Italy to pay homage. Aptly for our cause, Madonna del
Ghisallo is also the patron of wheelchair users. With this patronage, the many
thoughts, prayers (and pounds!) offered by our families and friends, we set sail
for Cherbourg full of anticipation and nerves with our provisions for the next
week crammed into our panniers.
The first few days were long and drawn-out as our muscles adapted to the
routine. The additional challenge of contending with thunderstorms in
Normandy, motivated us to become proficient at pitching our tent in recordbreaking time. Our navigation skills were at times somewhat wanting and on
one disastrous occasion we found ourselves on a French dual carriageway. We
were initially pleasantly surprised to be on the receiving end of the honking
horns from the French motorists, naïvely mistaking them for encouragement and
cheerful hellos. The expletives and rude hand gestures that followed, however,
left us in no confusion and we made a hasty exit; the last thing we wanted was a
run in with the gendarmes!
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Before long we were pedaling through the Loire valley, resisting the temptation
to quench our thirst at the many celebrated vineyards we passed. By the time
we reached the mid point of journey, in Cognac, the rain seemed a distant memory
and we were longing for relief from the scorching sun in the days that followed,
as we journeyed on, through the Aquitaine region and on to Lourdes, tucked
away in the Hautes-Pyrénées.
After nine days on the road we arrived in Lourdes to find the afternoon sun glinting
over the basilica. We made a final victorious lap circling the Domaine, savouring
the feeling of pride and accomplishment. Only after the bike oil and sweat were
scrubbed off did we pop to the grotto to say a quiet prayer of thanks in gratitude
for our safe delivery at our journeys end.
Although we had readied our bodies as much as possible for the physical assault

of cycling a grueling 100 km a day, we were to find the physical challenge was
far overshadowed by the force of mind required to carry on when, at times all we
wanted was to collapse in a heap – maybe once or twice I did consider leaving
Blair to it and jumping on the train…
Now the saddle sores have healed, but hopefully the memory of what can be
achieved with a little will power (and pedal power) will stay with me a little
longer.
Felicity McCann
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International
Holiday Camp
August 2014
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Mia Ryan Volunteer
After an exhausting but amazing week in Lourdes, I unpacked
then repacked my things ready for the next adventure. I was
so excited to spend another week with the OMV; this time to
enjoy the 31st International Holiday Camp in the Netherlands.
Being a little unsure of what to expect, I definitely did not
anticipate the enormity of the Camp. We stayed in the Royal Netherlands Army Base near Harskamp and in total there
were 430 participants from 22 countries and 3 continents! The
Opening Mass was beautifully accompanied by the Lebanese
team’s musicians, which further demonstrated how far the Order stretches, highlighting the theme of the Camp ‘Friendship
in Freedom’.
Team GB threw themselves into all the activities, from playing
giant chess to decorating clogs. Friendly competition sparked
between the countries when we battled it out in sumo wrestling, wheelchair jousting and tug-of-war! Another great way
to experience a taste of the international scope was at the
‘Borrel’; an event similar to a farmer’s market, where each team
provided quintessential food and drink of their own country.
Looking dapper in our traditional Team GB PJs we served lots
of Pimms and pork pies, which of course, went down a treat.
On our day trip to Amsterdam, we hopped on a canal boat to
explore the city. It was great fun sight-spotting as we passed
typical Dutch landmarks such as the delightful little houseboats parked up along the quayside, as well as places like
the Rijks Museum, the Hermitage Museum and Anne Frank’s
House. On another day we visited Eftling, the Netherlands’
biggest theme park and on yet another we also went indoor
skydiving!
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By the end of the week we had been named the ‘party bus’,
thanks to our team spirit and our brilliant driver Kenny who
blasted out tunes for us to dance to. We adopted “Happy” by
Pharrell Williams and “Rather Be” by Clean Bandit as our camp
tunes, making it even more of an amazement when we actually
bumped into Clean Bandit on the ferry home! The fancy dress
discos were a particular highlight for many and our GB moves
remained strong on the dance floor.
A huge thank you to Louisa Grew for leading the GB troops
and also to the Dutch for hosting a marvelous week. For anyone thinking about going on the International Holiday Camp,
I would definitely recommend it. It is a truly fantastic week
surrounded by great friends, a buzzing atmosphere and a lot
of laughter!
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Walsingham
Sptember 2015

Jack Straker Activity Organiser
The Order of Malta’s annual pilgrimage to the Shrine of Our Lady of Walsingham ran this
year over the weekend of Sunday the 14th of September. In total, there were around 30
guests and 150 volunteers from many of the Order’s ‘branches’ in the UK. We were particularly happy to welcome the Grand Master Fra’ Matthew Festing, as one of our helpers.
On Friday evening everyone congregated in the Village Hall in good spirits, and we
squeezed in to sit down together and eat our fish ‘n’ chips from the Norfolk Riddler. Afterwards, our chaplains led us in a candlelit procession back to Elmham House, with some
Guests and volunteers stopping off for a nightcap or two before bed. Much to the chagrin of
most of the patrons, our much-beloved ‘local’ had changed hands since our last pilgrimage,
and become more of a gastro-pub, which meant that last orders were very strict and so there
were some remarkably thirsty pilgrims at 11.01pm: fortunately we rapidly changed locations
and found ourselves welcomed by another of the village’s fine establishments.
Saturday kicked off with a hearty English breakfast in Elmham House, and some spare time
to have a wander around the village in the sunshine. The main event of the morning was
the Opening Mass and the Blessing of the Hands, and after lunch we moved to the Anglican Shrine for the Sprinkling of Water and the Stations of the Cross. We were blessed with
delightful weather, and after walking the Via Crucis around the ruins of Walsingham Abbey,
our brilliant catering team served up tea in the picturesque surrounds. Many pilgrims stayed
in the sun-licked grounds until the evening. The evening drinks party highlight was Richard
Fitzalan Howard making a short speech to thank Joe Daley for organising the Walsingham
Pilgrimage for the previous four years.
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Elmham House provided a barbecue on Saturday evening which we devoured, before
heading to candlelit Night Prayers when everyone came together and offered up prayers
for friends, family and for others at home and abroad. A wonderful day drew to a close in
friendship, with Guests and volunteers catching up with old mates and making new ones.
On Sunday, after packing up and checking out, we proceeded for the Rosary Procession
from the town, followed by Parish Mass in the Chapel of Reconciliation; during the Mass,
Father John Armitage was installed as a Chaplain of the Order. The grand finale of the catering team was to greet the pilgrims coming out of Mass with a truly spectacular picnic lunch,
accompanied by good cheer and the raffle kindly coordinated by Ben Jennings and Bea
McKechnie. James Pavey did a marvellous job as M.C. for the weekend, and even arranged
for a microphone for the Rosary Procession so that everyone could hear perfectly. Full of joy
and very full of food, the pilgrims set on their way home after lunch, with everyone looking
forward to next year’s Walsingham.
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The Walsingham Pilgrimage 2014 was a huge success for volunteers and Guests alike; Father David Irwin’s
greeting to pilgrims was, “it is good to welcome the whole Order of Malta family, who in a unique way, at
Walsingham, come together.” One of the loveliest aspects of the weekend is its diversity: pilgrims from
different backgrounds and groups all have one thing in common – the Order. It is a hugely important
pilgrimage for the Order in Britain, because its volunteers can learn from each other and also about the
Order’s work with which they may not have been familiar. This facilitates the spread of information, for
example about BASMOM’s Lourdes pilgrimage (1-8 May 2015), the OMV’s White Knights Ball (10 January
2015), the Companions’ Soup Kitchens in London, the Order’s care homes all over the country. Next year’s
Walsingham Pilgrimage will be from 11-13 September 2015 – save the date! Also printed in the Hospitaller.

Christmas Reunion
December 2014

Richard Grew Volunteer
As the end of 2014 drew near, it was time for the Christmas Reunion at Worth, and what
a perfect way to end another busy year. Who would not want to spend a weekend in
the lovely grounds at Worth with your OMV friends, Guests and helpers alike, playing
games, singing carols and chatting amongst other things?
It was the first time I have been to the Christmas Reunion and it is completely different
to the other activities of the OMV; the relaxing tempo of no set timings allowed importantly for many a cup of tea and biscuit! The highlight of the weekend has to be the
Saturday night. The creative talents of the OMV were fully on show as the room was
transformed with paper chains and other Christmassy things made earlier in the afternoon. We then had a well deserved Christmas dinner with all the trimmings. Although
the best was saved till last with a typical OMV party afterwards.
It started with a few carols allowing the bellowing voices of the ‘alternative choir’ to accompany the harmonies of the Mostyn sisters, all members of the real Choir in Lourdes.
Then we enjoyed the twelve days of the OMV Christmas, featuring five demi-pêche, this
year’s drink of choice of the Pilgrimage. Next was a rendition of the John Lewis advert,
however, there was an unexpected twist, when we ended up with a penguin falling in
love with a giraffe! Luckily Santa, Pugs, was not too upset by this and so made a late
appearance to finish off a great weekend by giving out presents to everyone. I would
just like to thank Sophie Dolan for making this enjoyable weekend possible!
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Easter
Pilgrimage
April 2015
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Anna Zaloga Guest
I had never before visited Seville, so I was extremely happy to hear about the
Easter Pilgrimage, and the chance to spend some time with my friends from the
OMV.
The flight to the south of Spain was only just an hour long and very enjoyable. As
soon as we landed in Seville I was hit by the humid heat and business of the town.
Sister Gemma explained to us, that during the Holy Week we would see many
processions, which were called ‘Floats’.
The next day we went to discover the old city of Seville. Before my trip, I had
researched information and images of the city. However, the real experience
was overwhelming with its own beauty. We had been informed that Seville is
approximately over 2000 years old and populated by both Muslims and Christians.

During more recent times the town also experienced the Spanish Civil War.
Later on the same day, our group visited El Real Alcazar Palace. This is perhaps
the most iconic building in the city. All monarchs have added their own additions
to the Alcazar during the centuries. I remember a story which was passed to us
by a guide about, ‘The Courtyard of the Maiden’, since according to the legend,
the Moors demanded 100 virgins every year as tribute from Christian kingdom in
Iberia.
On the way to Mass we were caught up by a procession, which was carrying an
image of Jesus and wearing different colours according to which church they
belonged. I tried to do as much walking as possible. At Mass we listened to
readings and sang hymns. After supper the OMV did the Stations of the Cross.
This was followed by prayers. That evening I went out with my friends, which was
very pleasant- as the weather cooled down and had some spare time to talk and
relax with friends.
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On Wednesday, we had a boat trip on Guadalquivir River. The friendly
crew guided us through several centuries of Seville’s history. We had the
best views and weather on the day, so I was able to enjoy and unwind on
this excursion. That evening we went to learn some traditional dancingFlamenco style! The lady taught us choreography to follow, which did prove
to be a challenge due to my disability. However, it was an exciting new
experience, and I really loved watching the professional dancing show at
the end of the class.
In the morning of the Holy Thursday, we went down to see how the
floats were being prepared for the evening procession. For Christians in
Andalusia it is the most important religious celebration of the year. The
commemoration on the streets of the Passion, Death and Resurrection of
Christ dates back to the Middle Ages. This is a unique spectacle full of
different scents, sensations and emotions. After lunch we had again the
Stations of the Cross. The Sister kindly provided us with all the services
in English. We had our Holy Thursday service and the helpers washed
the Guests' hands. This was to me a completely different, but amazing
experience as each year I used to attend the service at my local parish
church.
On Good Friday we saw another procession passing by our hotel. This
float was of Jesus carrying his cross. The children were giving out pictures
of Mary and Jesus. After lunch, Sister Gemma led a service, called the
“Veneration of the Cross”. Next we walked around the Plaza de Espana
admiring the artwork and architecture.
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On the next day we got on the bus and drove to Andalusia, which was a little
way out from Seville. On the way we were listening to Abba and Westlife.
When the OMV arrived for a horse show, we were split into two groups. The
first one had the best view from the balcony, whilst the second had to mix
in with the public! The Jockeys and their horses did all kinds of tricks, such
as: the riders crossing each other; horses leaping up in the air and horses
doing handstands. This was more like a circus event, but very entertaining.
In the evening we had our Easter Vigil and listened to the Bible readings.
Afterwards, Sister blessed the candles and the OMV renewed our
bapastimal promises.
On Sunday we had a morning mass in the Cathedral and on this occasion
it was in Spanish, which was beautiful. Sister Gemma also translated from
Spanish into English nearly all of the Mass for me and Jen! Next the OMV
group had lunch and some free time to relax, before we left at nine o’clock
from Seville and arrived at 11pm at Gatwick.
This was a memorable week for me. I enjoyed it so much and would
recommend this trip to anyone who is interested in visiting Seville.
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Easter Retreat
April 2015

Johnnie Wright Volunteer
Easter for me has always meant the annual Downside Abbey Easter Retreat; in fact I can only recall one Easter in my life that members of my family and I have not attended. Arriving in the quad of Downside School, after
what seems a never-ending journey from Suffolk, I get out of the car, and,
every year, it is as if I have never been away. I catch up with my friends,
who I have not seen since the previous Easter; it’s so odd, but we literally
pick up the conversation from where we left off. Nothing changes over
the years; it is the same routine and timetable that everyone has become
accustomed to. It is like, as my aunt and mother say, coming home.
After the initial hello to everyone, the first place I head for is the Abbey
Church. I do not know what it is about the Abbey, but it has an atmosphere like nowhere else, and it is difficult to pinpoint why; the smell of
hyacinths complemented by daffodils and lingering incense; the striking
stained glass window or the gothic masonry (hard to believe this architectural masterpiece is ‘modern’)? When I asked a monk about this a couple
of years ago, he replied “the Abbey is not a tourist destination, like St.
Peter’s for example, but a place where a community of monks, who have
dedicated their lives to God, gather five times a day to pray”. It really is,
therefore, a place of peace, beauty and awe.
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Aside from the main liturgies, my favourite parts are the Gloria, sung in
Latin on Maundy Thursday, and the Easter Exsultet, proclaimed at the
Easter Vigil, both of which give me goosebumps. It is great to see some
of my oldest and closest friends and of course to make new ones. This
year was no different. A great opportunity for this was the OMV dinner on
Good Friday. Admittedly, I am not the biggest fan of fish pie, but Marina
Leigh’s (activity organiser) fish pie certainly put that prejudice to an end! I
chatted to lots of people over dinner, and we enjoyed a ‘Q and A’ session
with Brother Bartholomew about what issues affect us as young Catholics
and life in general.
The Easter Retreat is truly three of the best days of the year, a wonderful
excuse to have a few days away from the outside world to relax, socialise
and to revitalise your faith.
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The UN Mission
Alexander Noel Volunteer
It began on the BASMOM retreat to Walsingham.
During a post-procession chat with the Grand Master,
I mentioned that I would like to do some work for the
Order abroad, and if possible, to be attached to one
of the diplomatic Missions.
“Why don’t you volunteer at our Mission to the United
Nations in New York?” he replied. Within a few emails
I had arranged to spend January to April in Manhattan, through the bitterest months of an American
Winter!
The Sovereign Military Order of Malta was granted
“Permanent Observer” Status at the United Nations in
1994 in recognition of its 900 year history, its status
as an independent sovereign subject of international
law, its huge humanitarian presence worldwide and
its diplomatic relations with 105 countries.
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My role was to act as a liaison between the UN, the Order’s Mission in New York
and their headquarters in Rome. The wonderful and patient Kara DeDonato, the
Mission’s administrative officer, would tell me each morning which of the hundreds
of daily meetings at the UN that were relevant to the Order’s work and position, I
should attend and write a brief summary of what occurred. Once edited, this would
be sent to the Order’s Grand Chancellor and the Diplomatic Counsellor in Rome.
One day I could be at a briefing on the recent flooding in Malawi, and the next,
attend an event organised by the Holy See on the need for nuclear disarmament;
I even managed to see Hilary Clinton address the UN Commission on the Status
of Women! The UN responses to the crisis in Syria are particularly relevant to the
Order through their Hospitaller presence in the region since the 11th Century. As
a unique entity in international affairs it is very important that the Order is kept up
to speed on the UN’s activities both in New York and around the world and I felt
hugely privileged to be part of that process.
I found it fascinating to link the volunteering I do with the OMV – the personal care
in Lourdes, for example – to BASMOM, to Rome, and to New York. In an increasingly
complex world, it is necessary to remind ourselves that global changes and initia-

tives often begin with simple acts of humility, assistance or charity, whether at the
Order’s soup kitchens in London or in the poorest and most deprived parts of the
world.
Living in New York was absolutely thrilling and I was generously looked after and
entertained by the thriving junior committee of the Order in New York. His Excellency Robert Shafer, the Order’s Ambassador to the UN, even invited me to a lunch
party he hosted for Archbishop Auza, Papal Nuncio and Ambassador of the Holy
See to the UN!
In New York, the Order has a number of important and valuable volunteering opportunities, such as distributing sandwiches to the homeless or wheeling hospital
patients to the chapel for Sunday Mass. I think it is really important that each association of the Order, especially amongst the young, should experience each others’
activities, to be enriched by their diversity, so as to to grow and improve our work
where possible.
Having been to the UN, I have a renewed respect and appreciation for the OMV,
the Order and its vast scale of activities. I feel my work with the OMV has thus been
complemented and enriched by this unique and privileged experience.
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The 36th White
Knights Ball
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For my first White Knights Ball, this was a fantastic experience. It was lovely to be able to celebrate the OMV in
such beautiful surroundings, whilst at the same time raising so much money for the charity. I danced on late into
the night and the party only came to an end when the
doors closed in the early hours - Anastasia Gilfillan
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It is such a wonderful opportunity to see all my friends
from Lourdes, and the fundraising that happens during
the evening is so crucial to the life of the OMV
- Philippa Archibald
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It is an evening I look forward to all year round! The excitement
on entering and picking up that first glass of champagne, is a
moment of delicious anticipation. It is such a special occasion to
have so many supporters of the work the OMV does gathered in
one place, and is guaranteed to be a memorable night - Henry

Hunter

For me the Ball is all about the great people gathered, who are all
looking amazing and the hours of crazy dancing (plus maybe the
delicious food)…and all with the knowledge that it enables the
OMV to continue its fantastic work - James Poston
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The dinner is always my favourite bit. Whether it's
catching up with old friends or meeting new ones,
there will always be conversations I shan't forget.

-Clare Mostyn

Fundraising
The Order of Malta Volunteers as a charity is governed and staffed by
young volunteers. There are no administrative costs, or salaries. The
members of the Committee choose voluntarily to keep the charity
running in time set apart from their work and daily-life schedules. We
are, entirely dependent on donations, and any money given, or raised,
therefore goes straight to the cause and really does make a meaningful
difference.
Our activities help break down the barriers between our disabled
Guests and volunteers, and although the volunteers work incredibly
hard, both they and our Guests report that the experience is always
rewarding and great fun. Life long friendships are made and valuable
lessons are learnt and the charity finds the demand for its activities
ever-increasing.
We try hard to organise our own fundraising events. The White Knights
Ball is by far the largest, and is crucial to keeping things running for
the coming year. We are extremely grateful to all those who support
that event in particular, both on the night and before. Our other events
include the Autumn and Spring Drinks and the Christmas Carol Concert.
Specifically this year, two members, Blair Sasada
and Felicity
McCann did a sponsored cycle to Lourdes, ending
in time
to join the pilgrimage. In total they raised over two
thousand pounds, all of which they gave towards
to the International Holiday Camp, making a very
meaningful contribution. Such initiatives by individuals
are cherished and encouraged.
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However, donations remain the
fundamental life giving source for the
OMV; without you we would be unable
to continue, providing the unforgettable
experiences for all involved. Please let
this be the year you help us continue
our work, and forge new paths into
the future.
Thank you.
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Visit our website
www.omv.org.uk

Find us on Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/orderofmaltavolunteers

Dontate on JustGiving
www.justgiving.com/omv
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